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                    Support for Ukraine

Science Europe and its Member Organisations again express their solidarity with the people of Ukraine. Many of its Member Organisations haven spoken out and are taking action to support Ukraine and its researchers, as do other organisations in the research and higher education sector. We have created overviews of these statements and actions:

Statements and Actions of Science Europe Members | Statements and Actions of Other Organisations




                

                




                
                    Science Europe

                        
                            Science Europe is the association representing major public organisations that fund or perform excellent, ground-breaking research in Europe.

We bring together the expertise of some of the largest and best-known research organisations in the world to jointly push the frontiers of how scientific research is produced and delivers benefits to society.

We advocate science and the scientific community to help build the European Research Area and shape the global scientific agenda. 
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                    29
                                    countries

            

                

                            
                    With members from 29 EU and non-EU countries and from all parts of Europe, we speak with a truly European voice.

                



        

    

    



            
            
                            
    

    
        
        
            
                    40
                                    member organisations

            

                

                            
                    Bringing together research funding and research performing organisations.

                



        

    

    



            
            
                            
    

    
        
        
            
                    25.1
                                    bn €

            

                spent on research per year by our members

                            
                    Our members make a significant contribution to European scientific research and are crucial stakeholders in European science and research policy making.
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04.04.2024

        

        Guidance on Science for Policy Activities


            
Science can and should support policy- and decision makers by providing rigorous evidence to increase understanding of problems and assess available options. This guidance aims to support the development of 'Science for Policy' activities in research organisations.
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        Science for Policy Activities: Enabling Dialogues for Decision Making


            
Science Europe presents its new Guidance on Science for Policy activities, including a round-table discussion with a high-level panel of research organisation leaders who are directly engaged in science for policy activities.
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        Co-Designing Diamond Open Access Recommendations and Guidelines for Research Funders, Sponsors, and Donors


            
Series of events related to the co-design of Diamond Open Access Recommendations and Guidelines for Research Funders, Sponsors, and Donors
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25.03.2024

        

        Science Communications Conference Strategic Conclusions


            
Strategic conclusions from the 12 and 13 March High-level Conference 'Unlocking the Power of Science Communication in Policy Making', co-organised by the Research Foundation Flanders (FWO), Fund for Scientific Research (FNRS), and Science Europe.
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        Unlocking the Power of Science Communication in Policy Making


            
Science Europe, FWO, and FNRS co-organised a high-level conference on science communication under the auspices of the Belgian Presidency of the Council of the EU. The goal was to highlight the importance of science communication in research processes and raise awareness of the need to address it more formally in research programmes and policy making.
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07.03.2024

            

            Women in Science


                
In celebration of the of the UN International Day of Women and Girls in Science and the UN International Day of Women , Science Europe launched the Women in Science Campaign.
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06.03.2024

        

        Report of the 2023 High Level Workshop on the ERA


            
This report presents the discussions and outcomes of the main and satellite events held as part of the 2023 High Level Workshop on the ERA. This edition of the event dealt with international scientific collaboration between Europe, Africa, Latin America, and the Caribbean, based on principles of reciprocity and equity.
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20.02.2024

        

        Report of the 2nd Diamond Open Access Conference


            
The event report of the second Diamond Open Access Conference (25–26 October 2023, Toluca, México), showcases good practices and policies for Diamond Open Access from across the world. The conference focused on the key features of infrastructure, policy development, governance, research evaluation and recognition, and sustainability.
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08.02.2024

        

        Science Europe Feedback on the implementation of the GDPR


            
Science Europe has provided feedback to the European Commission on the implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) through the call for evidence opened for the 2025 GDPR report.
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01.02.2024

        

        Practical Guide to Supporting Diversity in Research Environments


            
Science Europe’s new ‘Practical Guide to Supporting Diversity in Research Environments’ highlights key findings from a membership survey conducted in 2023, showcases good practices, and provides practical recommendations across topics such as positive action measures and the collection and use of diversity data. 
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31.01.2024

        

        Open Letter: European Research and Higher Education Organisations Call On Commission Not to Neglect Their Needs in Lawmaking


            
Science Europe, along with 7 other Organisations released an open letter today addressed to Ilze Juhansone, Secretary-General of the European Commission, and colleagues demanding the Commission prioritise research and education in its ex-ante impact assessment process.
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19.01.2024

        

        Joint Statement: Investing More in RD&I as a Strategic Move for Europe's Future Prosperity


            
Science Europe, EUA, and EARTO sent an Open Letter to European Commissioner for Innovation and Research Iliana Ivanova. The letter stresses the crucial role of EU R&I investments in addressing global challenges, boosting the EU's global competitiveness, and reinforcing its strategic autonomy.
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14.12.2023

            

            Vacancy: Policy Officer


                
Science Europe is looking for a temporary, 1-year replacement for one of its Policy Officer positions. Will you be reinforcing the team in Brussels?
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07.12.2023

        

        Statement on International Research Collaboration


            
This statement presents some of the high-level outcomes from the 2023 High Level Workshop on 'Challenges to Reciprocity and Equitable Collaboration between Europe, Africa, Latin America, and the Caribbean'.
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        Get in touch


Do you have any questions about Science Europe?

           Contact us
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Rue de la Science 14, 1040 Brussels
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